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Introduction 

Ricefield Arts & Cultural Centre, in partnership with Confucius Institute for Scotland and 
Scotland-China Association, is delighted to present a special online concert in 
celebration of Dragon Boat Festival. This event is funded by Corra Foundation as part of 
our wellbeing project. 

This evening our Scotland-based performers will play a selection of traditional music 
from both China and Scotland. They will showcase some of China’s most famous 
traditional instruments, including erhu, pipa and the bamboo flute. We hope you enjoy 
learning more about China’s long musical history, and the unique Dragon Boat Festival.

Dragon Boat Festival 

The Dragon Boat Festival (Duanwu Jie) - also called Double Fifth Festival, falls on the 
fifth day of the fifth month of the lunar calendar. It is one of the most important Chinese 
festivals.  

The precise origins of the festival have long been debated, but it is generally agreed 
that it commemorates the death of Qu Yuan, a great patriotic poet, who was loyal to the 
state of Chu during the Warring States period. Legend states that he drowned himself in 
a river after hearing news of the Chu State’s defeat at the hands of the Qin State, his own 
warnings of the impending danger having being ignored. Locals rushed to the river to 
rescue his body, searching by boat. Unable to locate it, they threw rice parcels (zongzi) 
into the water, to encourage fish and river dragons not to devour it.  

In present day the festival often centres on colourful dragon boat races, inspired by the 
rescue attempt. Families will also make and eat zongzi, with filings including meat, egg 
yolk and peanuts, wrapped in bamboo leaves. 

In addition to the legend of Qu Yuan, the festival period has further significance. Many 
Chinese people consider this time of year to be an especially dangerous time when 
illness and natural disasters are common, as well as the appearance of ghosts. Families 
hang ‘aicao' wood on their doors for protection. The drinking of or rubbing with Xiong 
Huang Wine is also thought to remove poisons from the body.



Programme 

Welcome Speech 

Else Kek, Chair of Ricefield Arts & Cultural Centre 

Speech 

Professor Natascha Gentz, Director of Confucius Institute for Scotland                     

Speech 

Dr Valerie Pellatt, Chair of Scotland-China Association 

Peking Opera | 传统京剧表演 

Wo Jia Po |《武家坡》performed by Dr Quan Gu | 顾全博⼠士 

Peking opera, or Beijing opera, is the most recognisable form of Chinese  opera, 
combining music, vocal performance, mime, dance and acrobatics. Its history goes back 
to mid-Qing dynasty Beijing, and it became fully developed and recognised by the 
mid-19th century. Wo Jia Po is one of the episodes of the famous Peking Opera ‘Love 
Amongst War’. 
                                 
Pipa | 琵琶独奏 

Liu Yang River |《浏阳河》performed by Yinuo Liu | 刘羿诺

Liu Yang River is a very famous Chinese song, which was composed in the 1950s. The 
song is inspired by the Liu Yang River and nearby village of Shaoshan, where Chairman 
Mao was born.

Guzheng | 古筝独奏 

Fishermen's Song at Eventide |《渔⾈舟唱晚》performed by Jingliang Chen | 陈晶亮 

Fishermen's Song at Eventide is an example of traditional Chinese music in the classical 
style. The song describes a vast expanse of water with gently moving waves, painting a 
beautiful scene of carefree and content fishermen at work. 

Flute | ⻓长笛独奏 

The Butterfly Lovers |《梁梁祝》performed by Xuanming Liang | 梁梁轩铭 

The Butterfly Lovers is a Chinese legend based on the tragic love story of a pair of 
lovers, Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai whose names form the title of the story. The title is 
often abbreviated to Liang Zhu. 



Programme 

Erhu | ⼆二胡独奏 

Lady Meng Jiang | 《孟姜⼥女女》performed by Lawrence Dunn 

Lady Meng Jiang is a famous Chinese folktale about a woman who lost her husband, a 
labourer who helped to build the Great Wall of China. In deep sorrow, she wailed at the 
foot of the city wall and the sincerity of her grief was such that all passersby were moved 
to tears. Ten days later the wall toppled down. 

Introduction to Dragon Boat Festival 

Yujing Chi, Ricefield Arts & Cultural Centre 

Hulusi  葫芦丝独奏 

Dragon Boat Melody |《⻰龙⾈舟旋律律》performed by Lawrence Dunn 

Chosen as one of 25 excellent folk song styles from around the world by UNESCO, 
China's Dragon Boat Melody has been performed for over 300 years in its hometown of 
Enshi in Central China's Hubei Province. 

Guqin  | 古琴独奏 

The Moon at the Fortified Pass | 《关⼭山⽉月》 performed by Yan Shi | 史妍 

The song is inspired by poem written by well known Tang dynasty poet Li Bai, of ‘the 
Golden Age of Chinese Poetry’. It describes the fighting spirit of soldiers during times of 
unprecedented challenge, and their deep longing to be reunited with family and friends. 

Bamboo Flute | ⽵竹笛独奏 

Journey to Gusu |《姑苏⾏行行》performed by Haoyan Zhang | 张浩岩 

Gusu is the old name of Suzhou, a city in Jiangsu Province in eastern China. Every year, 
Suzhou hosts one of the country’s largest Dragon Boat Festivals on Jinji Lake, in 
commemoration of the famous general Wu Zixu of the Spring and Autumn Period. 

Special Closing Performance 

Will Ye Go Lassie Go performed by Haoyan Zhang  | 张浩岩 

Closing Speech & Thanks 

Lin Chau, Co-founder of Ricefield Arts & Cultural Centre 



Performers 

Dr Quan Gu | 顾全博⼠士 

Dr. Gu has a long-held special interest in traditional Chinese performing arts, and has 
explored the performance of traditional Peking opera for many years. Alongside his work 
at the University of Glasgow, he is also an amateur performer of Peking opera. He 
rehearses and performs, advises on operatic skills and, from time to time, attends public 
performances. 

Yinuo Liu | 刘羿诺 

Yinuo is a Pipa player from Changchun city, Jilin Province, China. She was taught by the 
Pudong-style pipa teachers Professor Shufang Yang and Professor Wenjun Qu. She is a 
member of the Pipa (Lute) Association in Jilin Province, and has performed in various 
Chinese musical concerts and New Year Galas both in China and the UK. 

Xuanming Liang | 梁梁轩铭 

Xuanming is a talented young flute performer, who is currently an international student 
at the University of Glasgow. He was awarded the amateur flute top level certificate and 
he was a member of his university’s Symphony Orchestra while studying for his 
undergraduate degree in China. 

Jingliang Chen | 陈晶亮 

Jingliang is a Bachelor’s of Music Education, and specialises in guzheng, Chinese folk 
music and cello. As a talented musician with the natural ability to adjust her style to 
suit different music, she has been involved in various performing arts, such as piano, 
accordion, singing, and dancing, She has previously performed in stage shows 
internationally, in countries including China, Singapore and the UK. 

Lawrence Dunn 

Lawrence is leader of the Edinburgh Light Orchestra and is Director of Philomusica of 
Edinburgh. He is a founder member of Gladstone's Bag - a group specialising in 
Victorian popular music, and TV and radio signature tunes, and providing live music for 
silent films. He also works outside the field of classical music, having performed regularly 
as a folk singer when a student, taken part in Celtic Connections, and recorded with the 
band ‘The Pearlfishers’ and Carol Laula. He is particularly interested in making and 
playing unusual instruments - from the past and from countries around the world. For 
many years he has been arranging and performing music for silent films - at the 
Panopticon in Glasgow, Edinburgh and Bo'ness and elsewhere. 



Ricefield Arts & Cultural Centre 
Visit our website or follow us on Facebook for more information about upcoming events.

Performers 

Yan Shi | 史妍 

Yan Shi is an educator and editor in arts education, and a graduate of the Lu Xun 
Academy of Fine Arts. She has played guqin for many years, following the Chuan (川) 
style. While being an amateur performer of the Chinese guqin, she also works as an art 
teacher at Glasgow Chinese School. She enjoys all traditional music, art and culture, and 
always seeks to pursue the essence of traditional Chinese culture to deepen and inform 
her understanding of art.  

Haoyan Zhang | 张浩岩 

Haoyan is a classical Chinese flute performer, who loves both Chinese and Scottish 
culture and music. Alongside the traditional bamboo flute, he loves to explore various 
flutes from other cultures. He is a Ricefield Arts volunteer, and is currently supporting our 
music for wellbeing project. Haoyan is passionate about community and cultural 
engagement, and he has previously performed in various community events. His music is 
inspired by the beautiful scenery witnessed on his travels, and he loves to express his 
feelings by playing flute.  
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